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Abstract We present an alternative way to determine the frictional forces at the contact between two particles.
This alternative approach has its motivation in a detailed analysis of the bounds on the time integration step in
the discrete element method for simulating collisions and shearing of granular assemblies. We show that, in
standard numerical schemes, the upper limit for the time integration step, usually taken from the average time
tc of one contact, is in fact not sufficiently small to guarantee numerical convergence of the system during
relaxation. In particular, we study in detail how the kinetic energy decays during the relaxation stage and
compute the correct upper limits for the time integration step, which are significantly smaller than the ones
commonly used. In addition, we introduce an alternative approach based on simple relations to compute the
frictional forces that converges even for time integration steps above the upper limit.
1 Introduction
One of the standard approaches to model the dynamics of granular media is to use the discrete element method
(DEM) [1–3], e.g., to study shear [4–8]. Some problems may arise due to the need to use large time integration
steps to perform numerical simulations with reasonable computational effort without compromising the overall
convergence of the numerical scheme chosen.
An efficient method for the numerical integration of systems of coupled differential equations, particularly
suited for granular media [1] is the so-called Gear algorithm. One important feature of the Gear algorithm is
its numerical stability, making it particularly suited for granular particle systems where short range interac-
tions co-exist with strong gradients. This algorithm consists of two main steps, one where particle positions
and higher-order derivatives are predicted and another where they are corrected. A short description of this
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algorithm is given in the Appendix. Usually, one assumes an upper limit for the admissible integration steps
based on empirical reasoning [9].
While such numerical schemes chosen to integrate the equations of motion are of importance, it is known
[1] that a substantial part of the computation efforts is spent on the evaluation of the forces acting on each
particle at each time step. For that reason, as we will see, the time integration step used for the computation of
the forces is sometimes larger than the one of the integration scheme for the equations of motion. While such
a difference is not critical in some shear systems, for slow shearing it plays a non-negligible role.
For slow shearing, the convergence of numerical schemes is particularly important when studying for
instance the occurrence of avalanches [8] and the emergence of ratcheting in cyclic loading [10].
In this paper we show that the time integration step able to guarantee convergence of the numerical
scheme, must in general be smaller than a specific upper limit, significantly below the commonly accepted
value [5,9,11]. This upper limit strongly depends on (i) the accuracy of the approach used to calculate frictional
forces between particles, (ii) on the corresponding duration of the contact and (iii) on the number of degrees of
freedom. To illustrate this fact, we address the specific case of slow shearing, for which the above limit is too
small to allow for reasonable computation time. Here, we concentrate on the accuracy of the total kinetic energy
of the system in a stress-controlled test. The total kinetic energy is one of the important quantities in several
systems under slow shearing, such as tectonic systems, for which the study and forecasting of avalanches and
earthquakes rely significantly on the accurate computation of the kinetic energy released by the system.
Additionally, we show that the need of a small time integration step is related to the scheme used to compute
the frictional forces, namely the Cundall spring model. To overcome the shortcoming present in the Cundall
spring model, we propose an alternative approach that corrects the frictional contact forces, when large time
integration steps are taken. In this way, we enable the use of considerably larger integration steps, assuring at
the same time the convergence of the integration scheme used for the equations of motion.
We start in Sect. 2 by presenting in some detail the DEM [1,9,12]. Sections 3 and 4 describe, respectively,
the dependence on the time integration step and the improved algorithm. Discussions and conclusions are
given in Sect. 5.
2 The model
We consider a two-dimensional system of polygonal particles, each one having two linear and one rotational
degree of freedom. The evolution of the system is given by Newton’s equations of motion, where the resulting
forces and moments acting on each particle i are given by the sum of all forces and moments applied on that
particle:
mi r¨ i =
∑
c
Fci +
∑
cb
Fbi , (1a)
Ii θ¨ i =
∑
c
lci × Fci +
∑
cb
lbi × Fbi , (1b)
where mi denotes the mass of particle i , Ii its moment of inertia, and l the branch vector which connects the
center of mass of the particle to the application point of the contact force Fci or boundary force F
b
i . The sum
in c is over all the particles in contact with polygon i , and the sum in cb is over all the vertices of polygon i in
contact with the boundary. One integrates Eq. (1) for all particles i = 1, . . . , N and obtains the evolution of
their centers of mass r i and rotation angles θi .
Further, during loading, particles tend to deform each other. This deformation of the particles is usually
reproduced by letting them overlap [1,12], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The overlap between each pair of particles is
considered to fully characterize the contact. Namely, the normal contact force is assumed to be proportional to
the overlap area [13] and its direction perpendicular to the plane of contact, which is defined by the intersection
between the boundaries of the two particles.
All the dynamics is deduced from the contact forces acting on the particles. The contact forces, Fc, either
between particles or with the boundary, are decomposed into their elastic and viscous contributions, Fe and
Fv , respectively, yielding Fc = Fe + Fv .
The viscous force is important for maintaining the numerical stability of the method and to take into account
dissipation at the contact. This force is calculated as [12]
Fv = −mrνvc, (2)
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Fig. 1 Illustration of two overlapping particles. The overlap region A between particles fully characterizes the contact force Fc
(see text)
where mr = (1/mi + 1/m j )−1 is the reduced mass of the two particles, i and j , and ν is the damping
coefficient. The relative velocity at the contact point is defined as
vc = vi − v j + wi × l i − w j × l j (3)
at the contact point. Here, vi and v j are the linear velocities of the centers of mass and wi and w j the angular
velocities of the particles around the corresponding centers of mass.
The elastic part of the contact force is what will be carefully studied, since it is what determines the
accuracy of the integration scheme. The term Fe is simply given by the sum of the normal and the tangential
components, with respect to the contact plane, namely
Fe = Fen nˆc + Fet tˆ c, (4)
where the normal component reads
Fen = −kn A/ lc, (5)
with kn the normal stiffness, A the overlap area and lc = ri +r j the characteristic length of the contact between
particles i and j , with ri = √Ai/π and Ai the area of the particle i (and similarly for particle j).
Using an extension of the Cundall–Stack spring [12], which considers the tangential force to be propor-
tional to the elastic elongation ξ of an imaginary spring at the contact, one defines the static frictional force
between each pair of particles in contact, as
Fet = −ktξ, (6)
where kt is the tangential stiffness. This tangential force assumes each contact as being described by a damped
oscillator with some frequency ω (see below).
The elastic elongation ξ in Eq. (6) is updated as
ξ(t + t) = ξ(t) + vct t, (7)
where t is the time step of the DEM simulation, and vct is the tangential component of the relative velocity
vc at the contact point. The tangential elastic elongation ξ changes according to Eq. (7) whenever the con-
dition |Fte | < µFne is satisfied; whereas, when the Coulomb limit condition |Fte | = µFne is reached, sliding
is enforced by keeping the tangential force Fte constant and assigning to ξ its extreme values ±µkn A/(kt lc).
This latter Coulomb condition corresponds to the regime where particles behave inelastically, while the former
inequality describes the forces when the particles behave elastically. Parameter µ is the inter-particle friction
coefficient.
Since the accuracy of elongation ξ directly affects the calculation of the tangential force in Eq. (6), mac-
roscopic quantities of interest, such as the shear resistance, are also affected by the time step t chosen for
Eq. (7).
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As said above, in DEM, one of the numerical integration schemes usually used to solve the equations of
motion above is the Gear’s predictor–corrector scheme [9]. This scheme consist of three main stages, namely
prediction, evaluation, and correction (see the Appendix for details). Using this numerical scheme we integrate
equations of the form r¨ = f (r, r˙), using a fifth order predictor–corrector algorithm that has a numerical error
proportional to (t)6 for each time integration step [9]. However, as will be seen in Sect. 3, (t)6 is not the
numerical error of the full integration scheme, since Eq. (6), used to calculate the frictional force, is of order
(t)2.
For a certain value of normal contact stiffness kn , almost any value for the normal damping coefficient
νn might be selected. Their relation defines the restitution coefficient  obtained experimentally for various
materials [14]. The restitution coefficient is given by the ratio between the relative velocities after and before
a collision. In particular, the normal restitution coefficient n can be written as a function of kn and νn [15],
namely
n = exp (−πη/ω) = exp
(
− π√
4mr kn/ν2n − 1
)
, (8)
where ω =
√
ω20 − η2 is the frequency of the damped oscillator, with ω0 =
√
kn/mr the frequency of the
elastic oscillator, mr the reduced mass and η = νn/(2mr ) the effective viscosity. The tangential component t
of the restitution coefficient is defined similarly using kt and νt in Eq. (8).
Therefore, a suitable closed set of parameters for this model are the ratios kt/kn and t/n , νt/νn , together
with the normal stiffness kn and the interparticle friction µ. For simplicity we will always take νt/νn = kt/kn
which is assumed to be constant, as done in previous studies [6].
The entire algorithm above relies on a proper choice of the integration step t , which should neither be
too large to avoid divergence of the integration nor too small avoiding unreasonably long computational time.
The determination of the optimal time integration step varies from case to case and one usually assumes the
possible main criteria to estimate an upper bound for admissible time integration steps.
The first criterion is to use the characteristic period of oscillation [9], defined as
ts = 2π
√
〈m〉
kn
, (9)
where 〈m〉 is the smallest particle mass in the system. For a fifth order predictor–corrector integration scheme,
it is usually accepted that a safe time integration step should be below a threshold of t < ts/10 [9].
The second criterion is to extract the threshold from local contact events [5,11,15], namely from the
characteristic duration of a contact:
tc = π√
ω20 − η2
. (10)
Both criteria can be assumed to be equivalent, since typically tc  ts/2, and therefore in such cases, one
considers as an admissible time integration steps such that t < tc/5 [15,16].
In the next section we will study in detail the integration for different values of the model parameters.
3 The choice of the time integration step
We simulate the relative motion of two plates shearing against each other [7,8,13]. Considering a system of 256
particles as illustrated in Fig. 2, where both top and bottom boundaries move in opposite directions with a con-
stant shear rate γ˙ . The top and bottom layer of the sample have fixed boundary conditions, while horizontally
we consider periodic boundary conditions. The volumetric strain is suppressed, i.e., the vertical position of the
walls is fixed and there is no dilation. The particles of the fixed boundary are not allowed to rotate or move
against each other. The shear rate is γ˙ = 1.25×10−5s−1, the parameter values are kn = 400 N/m, n = 0.9875,
and µ = 0.5. The relation kt/kn is chosen such that kt < kn , similar to previous studies [12,15,17], namely
kt/kn = νt/νn = 1/3, which when substituted in Eq. (8) yields t/n = 1.0053.
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the system of 256 particles (light particles, green in color) under shearing of top and bottom boundaries (dark
particles, blue in color). Horizontally periodic boundary conditions are considered and a constant low shear rate is chosen (see
text)
By integrating such a system of particles using the scheme described in the previous section, one can easily
compute the kinetic energy Ek of a given particle i ,
Ek(i) = 12
(
mi r˙
2
i + Iiω2i
)
, (11)
where the velocity r˙ is computed from the predictor–corrector algorithm, Ii is the moment of inertia of the
polygon and ωi is the angular velocity. The total kinetic energy of the full system of particles is given just by
the sum of Ek(i) over all the particles.
In Fig. 3, we show the evolution of the total kinetic energy for two different t/tc = 13/2,500tc and
13/500tc. This kinetic energy is of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding elastic energy. As one
sees, frictionless particles (Fig. 3a, c) have an Ek that does not change for different integration steps, while
when µ = 0.5 (Fig. 3b, d) the evolution of Ek strongly depends on t . In Fig. 3e we plot the cumulative
difference Ek between the values of Ek taken for each time integration step. Here, one sees that in the absence
of friction Ek is significantly lower then when friction is present.
From Fig. 3, one concludes that the expected upper limit ∼ tc/5, usually assumed and mentioned in
the previous section, is still too large to guarantee convergence of the integration scheme when friction is
considered.
To obtain a proper time integration step as function of the parameters of our model we next perform a
careful analysis. If the commonly upper bound considered for the integration steps are valid in large systems,
they must also be valid for single pairs of overlapping particles, even in the case when particles have a regular
form, say discs. We will show that even in such small and simple systems lower bounds for the time integration
step must be considered. In particular, at the usual bounds the kinetic energy of a stress-controlled test of two
particles still does not decay at the proper rate.
As sketched in Fig. 4, we consider the simple situation of two circular particles and study the kinetic energy
of one of them under external forcing, as sketched in Fig. 4. We start with two touching discs, i and j , where
one of them, say i , remains fixed, while the other is subject to a force F perpendicular to its surface (no external
torque is induced) along the x-axis. As a result of this external force, the disc j undergoes rotation. The contact
force is obtained from the corresponding springs that are computed, as described in Sect. 2, and acts against
the external force. This results in an oscillation of disc j till relaxation (dashed circle in Fig. 4) with a final
center of mass displacement of R and a rotation around the center of mass of θ . Since F is kept constant,
the procedure is stress controlled.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the Gear’s numerical scheme on the time integration step t and the friction coefficient µ, by plotting the
kinetic energy Ek as a function of time, for a t/tc = 13/2,500tc and µ = 0 (no friction), b t/tc = 13/2,500tc and µ = 0.5,
c t/tc = 13/500tc and µ = 0, and d t/tc = 13/500tc and µ = 0.5. In e we show the difference between the values of Ek
obtained with the two values of t . Here, kn = 400 and the parametric relations in Eq. (9) and (10) are used (see text)
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Fig. 4 Sketch of the stress-controlled test of two particles (discs). The particle located at r i remains fixed, while the particle at
r j is initially touching particle i . The vector Ri j connecting the center of mass of particles i and j is initially oriented 45o with
respect to the x-axis. After applying the constant force F to disc j , the system relaxes to a new position (dashed circumference).
Between its initial and final position particle j undergoes a displacement r and a rotation θ (see text). Forces FV and −FV
act on the upper and lower particle to balance the reaction from the wall. So the relaxation depends only on the force F
For the two discs sketched in Fig. 4, we plot in Fig. 5 the kinetic energy as a function of time, from the
beginning until relaxation, using different integration steps, namely t/tc = 10−1, 2×10−2, 10−2, 10−3, and
10−4. As we see, the kinetic energy decays exponentially,
Ek(t) = E (0)k exp
(
− ttR(t)
)
, (12)
where tR is a relaxation time whose value clearly depends on the time integration step t . As illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 5, this change in tR is not observed when friction is absent (µ = 0), since no tangential forces are
considered (Fte = 0).
Next, we will show that this dependence of tR on t vanishes for
t  Tt (µ)tc, (13)
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Fig. 5 The relaxation of the system of two discs sketched in Fig. 4. Here, we plot the kinetic energy Ek as a function of time t
(in units of tc) for different integration increments t and using a stiffness kn = 4 × 108 N/m and a friction coefficient µ = 500.
The large µ value is chosen so that the system remains in the elastic regime. As one sees, the relaxation time tR converges to a
constant value when t is sufficiently small (see text). This discrepancy between the values of tR when different time integration
steps are used does not occur in the absence of friction (µ = 0), as illustrated in the inset. The slope of the straight lines is −1/tR
(see Eq. 12)
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Fig. 6 The relaxation time tR (in units of tc) as a function of the normalized time integration step t/tc, where the contact time
tc is defined in Eq. (10). Here, the friction coefficient is kept fixed µ = 500 and different stiffnesses kn (in units of N/m) are
considered. The quotient t/tc collapses all the curves for different kn . As a final result one finds a constant Tt = 10−3 (dashed
vertical line)
where Tt (µ) is a specific function that can only depend on µ, since from dimensional analysis it is clear that
it is independent of kn .
Figure 6 shows the relaxation time tR of the kinetic energy of the two-particle system for different values
of stiffnesses, namely for kn = 1, 50, 200 × 104 and 108 N/m. For all kn values, one sees that, for decreasing
t , the relaxation time tR increases until it converges to a maximum. The stabilization of tR occurs when t
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Fig. 7 The relaxation time tR (in units of tc) of the kinetic energy as a function of the normalized time integration step t/tc,
when rotation is suppressed. a µ = 500 and different values of kn and for b kn = 4 × 108 and different values of µ. The dashed
horizontal line µ = 0 in b indicates the relaxation time of the kinetic energy in the absence of friction (see text)
is small compared to the natural period 1/ω0 of the system. We define Tt as the largest value of t for which
we have this maximal relaxation time.
Further, all curves can be collapsed by using the normalized time integration step t/tc. From Eq. (10)
we calculate the contact times corresponding to these kn values as tc = 1.969, 0.278, 0.139, 9.8 × 10−2, and
9.8 × 10−5 s, respectively. Notice from Eq. (10) that the relaxation time scales with the stiffness as tc ∼ k−1/2n
(see Eq. 10).
From Fig. 6 one can conclude that the relaxation time converges when the time integration step obeys
Eq. (13) with Tt = 10−3 (dashed vertical line). In Fig. 6 both translation and rotation of particles are con-
sidered. The rotation of particles is usually of crucial interest, for instance to simulate rolling [7,18]. But
suppressing rotation can also be of interest, for instance when simulating fault gouges: by hindering the rota-
tion of particles, one can mimic young faults where a strong interlocking between the constituent rocks is
expected [7].
To study this scenario, we present in Fig. 7a the relaxation time for the same parameter values as in Fig. 6,
now disabling rotation. Here, we obtain a constant Tt = 10−4 also, independent of kn , one order of magnitude
smaller than the previous value in Fig. 6. In other words, when rotation is suppressed, one must consider time
integration steps typically one order of magnitude smaller than in the case when the discs are able to rotate.
This can be explained as follows.
Though simulations do not require very small integration time steps when angular quantities are not taken
into account, when suppressing rotation, one restricts the system to have a single degree of freedom. This restric-
tion is done by enforcing at each time step a zero angular displacement in the predictor–corrector scheme for
the particle under stress controlled test. Such a scenario is equivalent to the introduction of an additional force
in the moving particle, preventing it to rotate. Thus, while this force induces faster relaxation, it varies during
the simulation making the system more sensitive to the time integration step, i.e., yielding a smaller bound Tt .
By comparing Fig. 7a with Fig. 6, one sees that the relaxation time tR is smaller when rotation is suppressed.
From the bounds on the integration steps obtained above, one realizes that, in general, the correct time
integration step must be significantly smaller than usually assumed.
While Fig. 7a clearly shows that tR does not depend on the stiffness kn , from Fig. 7b one sees that the same
is not true for the friction coefficient µ. Indeed, from Fig. 8a one sees that there is a change of the relaxation
time around µ = 1. Here, the values correspond to a normalized time integration step t/tc = 10−5 for which
tR has already converged. This transition, which is not observed when rotation is considered (not shown),
occurs since for larger values of µ > 1, one has Ft > Fn , and therefore the frictional force increases and
drives the system to relax faster. Further, with rotation one observes a larger tR because there is an additional
degree of freedom that also relaxes.
We also check the dependence of the relaxation time on the stiffness ratio kt/kn and on the restitution
coefficient ratio t/n . For the stiffness ratio, we find that the convergence to a stationary value of tR is faster
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Fig. 8 The relaxation time tR (in units of tc) as a function a of the friction coefficient µ when rotation is suppressed, with
kn = 4 × 108 N/m which corresponds to a contact time tc = 9.8 × 10−5 s, b of the stiffness ratio kt/kn with µ = 500 and
t/n = 1.0053 and c of the restitution coefficients ratio t/n with µ = 500 and kt/kn = 1/3. The normalized time integration
step is t/tc = 10−5. Dotted line in a indicates the approximate maximum relevant value of µ in shearing systems
for large stiffness ratio as kt/kn → 1, yielding larger values of Tt . Further, the stationary value of tR log-
arithmically decreases with the stiffness ratios (see Fig. 8b), which can be explained from direct inspection
of Eq. (8). Figure 8c, showing the relaxation time as a function of the ratio t/n for fixed µ = 500 and
kt/kn = 1/3, can be explained similarly as in Fig. 8b. Here, the dependence of the stationary value of tR on
t/n is approximately exponential.
All the correct relaxation times found above are obtained for the upper bound Tt = 10−3. Further, we
also notice that the results above were taken whenever the condition |Fte | < µFne is satisfied, since only in
that case Eq. (7) is used (see Sect. 2). This fact indicates that the improvements in the algorithm should be
implemented when computing the elastic component of the tangential contact force, in Eq. (7), as explained
in the next section.
4 Improved approach to integrate the contact force
In this section we will describe a technique to overcome the need of very small time integration steps. As
shown previously, when using Cundall’s spring [4], the relaxation time of the two particles only converges
when t is a small fraction Tt of the contact time tc. This is due to the fact that the elastic elongation is assumed
to be linear in t , i.e., the finite difference scheme in Eq. (7) is of very low order, (t)2, compromising the
convergence of the Gear’s numerical scheme that is of order (t)6. Therefore, the most plausible way to
improve our algorithm is by choosing a different expression to compute the elastic tangential elongation ξ
without using Eq. (7). Recently, it was reported [10] that the elastic potential energy stored in the contact is
path-dependent. Consequently, an accurate computation of the frictional force would not be improved by an
integration scheme—that is also path dependent—but, instead, we must assure that the computation of the
frictional force does not depend on the time integration step.
We will introduce an expression for ξ that contains only the quantities computed in the predictor step. In
this way we guarantee that ξ has errors of the order of (t)6, instead of (t)2, as it is the case of Eq. (7). Let
us illustrate our approach on the simple system of two discs considered in the previous section (see Fig. 4).
On one side, if rotation is not allowed, the elastic elongation ξ depends only on the relative position of the
two particles. In this case we substitute Eq. (7) by the expression
ξ
(tr)
j (t + t) = ξ (tr)j (t) +
ai
ai + a j (R
p
i j (t + t) − R pi j (t)) × tˆ c, (14)
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Fig. 9 The relaxation time tR (in units of tc) using Eqs. (14) and (15) between two discs, as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the three cases
when considering only rotation, only translation or both, the relaxation time remains constant independent of the time integration
step
where ai and a j are the radii of the discs i and j , respectively, Ri j is the vector joining both centers of mass
and points in the direction i → j (see Fig. 4). The index p indicates quantities derived from the coordinates
computed at the predictor step.
On the other side, if Ri j is kept constant and only rotation is possible, the particle j will have an elongation
ξ that depends only on its rotation between time t and the predictor step:
ξ
(rot)
j (t + t) = ξ (rot)j (t) + (θ pj (t + t) − θ pj (t))a j , (15)
where θ p and θ(t) are the rotation angles of particle j till the predictor step and time step t , respectively.
When both translation and rotation of particle j occur, then the elongation is the superposition of both
contributions, yielding ξ j = ξ (tr)j + ξ (rot)j . Thus, using the expressions in Eqs. (14) and (15) one avoids the
truncation error, typically of the order of (t)2, inherent to the Cundall spring model (see Eqs. 6 and 7).
Figure 9 shows the relaxation time tR as a function of the time integration step for the three situations
above, namely when only rotation is considered, when only translation is considered and when both rotation
and translation are allowed. As we see for all these cases, the relaxation time is independent on the time inte-
gration step. This is due to the fact that all quantities in the expression for ξ above are computed at the predictor
step which has an error of the order of (t)6, i.e., the error (t)2 introduced in Eq. (7) is now eliminated.
Therefore, with the expressions in Eqs. (14) and (15) one can use time integration steps significantly larger
than with the original Cundall spring.
When considering discs, one does not take into account the shape of the particles. Next, we consider the
more realistic situation of irregular polygonal-shaped particles. Motion of rigid particles with polygonal shape
is more complicated than that of simple discs, since the contact point no longer lies on the vector connecting
the centers of mass. Further, for polygons, one must also be careful when decomposing the dynamics of each
particle into translation and rotation around its center of mass. This implies recalculating each time the position
of the center of mass (only from translation) and the relative position of the vertices (only from rotation).
Therefore, for the translational contribution ξ (tr) in Eq. (14), we compute the overlap area between the
two particles at t and at the predictor step. The overlap area is in general a polygon with a geometrical center
that can be computed also at time t and the subsequent predictor step, yielding rc(t) and r pc , respectively. The
increment for the translational contribution will be just the tangential projection (rc(t) − r pc ) × tˆ c. Similarly,
the contribution from the (polygonal) particle rotation is computed by determining branch vectors, rb(t) and
r
p
b , defined as the vectors joining the center of the particle and the center of the overlap area at time step t
and the predictor step, respectively. Computing the branch vector at t and at the predictor step, one derives
the angle defined by them, namely θ = arccos (r pb × rb(t)/(r pb rb(t))
)
, where r pb and rb(t) is the norm of the
corresponding branch vectors and the average value (r pb − rb(t))/2, yielding an increment in Eq. (15) given
by θ(r pb − rb(t))/2.
Figure 10 compares how the relaxation time varies with the normalized time step when the original Cundall
approach is used (squares) and when our improved approach is introduced (circles). Clearly, the dependence
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Fig. 10 Stress control test between two polygonal particles, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Comparison of the relaxation time tR
(in units of tc) when using the standard integration scheme (squares) and the proposed improved scheme (circles). Here, rotation
is neglected
on the time integration step observed for the usual integration scheme disappears when our improved approach
is introduced. Therefore, all the conclusions taken above for discs remain valid for polygons.
5 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we introduced a technique to improve the accuracy of the Gear’s numerical scheme used to
compute the evolution of granular systems.
To that end, we have first shown that the range of admissible time integration steps has an upper limit
significantly smaller than typically used. The accuracy of the numerical scheme not only depends on the
associated error when computing the particle positions (predictor–corrector scheme) with the Gear algorithm,
widely used for granular media, but also on the accuracy when determining the frictional force, which is usu-
ally implemented by the Cundall spring. Since the Cundall spring is linear in the integration step, the overall
accuracy of the numerical scheme cannot be higher than (t)2. Therefore, when large time integration steps
are required, e.g., in slow shearing, the numerical scheme does not give accurate results.
To overcome this problem we introduced an alternative approach for computing the frictional forces that
suits not only the simple situation of discs but the more realistic situation of polygonal particles. Our approach
takes into consideration the geometry and mechanical response of the particles and is particularly suited for
situations where non-sliding contacts are relevant to the overall response. In general, for any other integration
scheme, the substitution of the Cundall spring expression by the relations introduced in Eqs. (14) and (15),
yields an error that is of the same order as the one associated with the predictor–corrector scheme. When using
simplified models, e.g., samples of circular particles (discs), a third order model may suffice. However, for
irregular particles the fifth order is usually needed for attaining convergence.
Inspired by the above results, some questions arise for forthcoming studies. The approach presented here
should be considered when simulating shearing of system with many particles, as our initial example in Fig. 3.
However, for these more complicated system where the breakage and generation of contacts occur, one must
in parallel attend to carefully chose the contact point used for the calculations. Further, since the contact point
is taken as the geometrical center of their overlap area, the branch vectors also vary during rotation, which is
not taken into account in our present approach. These and other points will be addressed in the future.
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Appendix: The Gear’s algorithm
To solve the equations of motion (1) we use the Gear’s predictor–corrector scheme [9]. This scheme consist
of three main stages, namely prediction, evaluation, and correction.
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In the prediction stage the position, velocities, and higher-order time derivatives are updated by expansions of
the corresponding Taylor series using the current values of these quantities [9,19]. For the position r of the
center of mass these equations read
r(t+t),p = r(t) + r˙(t) t + r¨(t) t
2
2! + r
i i i
(t)
t3
3! + r
iv
(t)
t4
4! + r
v
(t)
t5
5! ,
r˙(t+t),p = r˙(t) + r¨(t) t + r i i i(t)
t2
2! + r
iv
(t)
t3
3! + r
v
(t)
t4
4! ,
r¨(t+t),p = r¨(t) + r i i i(t) t + r iv(t)
t2
2! + r
v
(t)
t3
3! ,
r i i i(t+t),p = r i i i(t) + r iv(t) t + rv(t)
t2
2! ,
r iv(t+t),p = r iv(t) + rv(t) t,
rv(t+t),p = rv(t).
From the equations above, one extracts a predicted position r(t+t),p and acceleration r¨(t+t),p for the cen-
ter of mass of a given particle and the predicted angular displacement θ p(t + t) and angular acceleration
θ¨
p
(t + t) of that particle around its center of mass.
An important point to stress here is that, since r˙ is of the order of magnitude of the shear rate γ˙ , situations
of low shear naturally lead to a very slow evolution of the system, which implies the choice of a significantly
large integration step t to achieve reasonable computational times. Consequently, if the admissible integra-
tion steps are to small, one naturally appeals for further improvement in this standard algorithm, as discussed
in Sect. 3.
During the evaluation stage, one uses the predicted coordinates to determine the contact force Fct+t at
time t +t . Since the method is not exact, there is a difference between the acceleration r¨(t +t) = Fct+t/m
and the value obtained in the prediction stage, namely
r¨ = r¨(t + t) − r¨ p(t + t). (17)
The difference in Eq. (17) is used in the corrector step to correct the predicted position and time derivatives.
This correction is performed using proper weights αi for each time derivative [9], as follows [19]
r(t+t) = r(t+t),p + α0 r¨t
2
2! ,
r˙(t+t) t = r˙(t+t),p t + α1 r¨t
2
2! ,
r¨(t+t)
t2
2! = r¨(t+t),p
t2
2! + α2
r¨t2
2! ,
r i i i(t+t)
t3
3! = r
i i i
(t+t),p
t3
3! + α3
r¨t2
2! ,
r iv(t+t)
t4
4! = r
iv
(t+t),p
t4
4! + α4
r¨t2
2! ,
rv(t+t)
t5
5! = r
v
(t+t),p
t5
5! + α5
r¨t2
2! .
These weights depend upon the order of the algorithm and the differential equation being solved. In our sim-
ulations we integrate equations of the form r¨ = f (r, r˙), and use a fifth order predictor–corrector algorithm
[9]. The coefficients αi for this situation are [9]: α0 = 3/16, α1 = 251/360, α2 = 1, α3 = 11/18, α4 = 1/6
and α5 = 1/60.
Finally, the corrected values are used for the next time step t +t , and the procedure starts again from these
values to further integrate the system’s evolution. The resulting numerical error for the fifth order integration
scheme is proportional to (t)6.
While the expansions above for r and corresponding time derivatives describe the dynamics of the center
of mass of the particles, the same procedure is equally applied for the rotation angles θi around the center of
mass as well as for their time derivatives.
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